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A Public Trade School.
The purpose of a traae school is to furnish instruction to
young men along practical technical lines. Assuming- that, the
young man has completed his grammar school work, the State will,
in the public trade school , offer him the opportunity of learning
some useful trade. In order that his education may not "be one-
sided and in order that the Stace may get an intelligent, as well
as useful < itizen , supplementary instruction in history , literature
,
modern languages, mathematics, etc will be given.
In preparing the design presented for this thesis ,three
things have "been kept in mind,f irst , the above general purpose,
second the fact that the building trades have the largest follow-
ing, third that space and expenditure would be limited at least in
the experimental stage.
The one principal requirnent of this problem assumed was
that the state having made an appropriation desired tc erect upon
a given lot located in or near the manufacturing district of
a large city a group of buildings designed for, and to be "devoted
to the education of our future handicraftsmen" This particular
school was to be devoted to the building trades.
For this problem the following were assigned as general re-
quirm-rnt s
,
viz : -
A main hall containing recitation rooms, class rooms ^lab-
oratories , etc . for the pursuit of scientific ans so-called class-
ical branches.
A wood shop having space for the machinery, benches and tools,
needed in the principal wood-working trades.

2A masonry shop containing the machinery ,scaff oling, and such
apparatus as is usually required in the practice of the mason's
and plasterer's craft.
A metal shop having such space as is usually found in com-
mercial shops of the same class.
A heat and power plant containing smoke -stack, economizer
,
coal bins , boilers , engines and d inamos , such as will be required
to furnish heat-
,
power and light to all of the buildings of the
group.
.
In the planning simplicity and directness have been the
constant aim. A practically continuous passage leads from buil-
ding to building along the principal axis of the group. At right
angles to this and through the center of each of the shops are
other passages. These furnish an easy direct means of ingress,
egress, and circulation. Cement walks permit movement, from one
shop to another outside of buildings yet not on the street.
An attempt has been made to get such arrangment and to give such
space to the several departments as is found in the ideal com-
mercial shops of the same class and capacity. -Sach building
except for connecting corrodors is independent of the others,
has light on all four sides and is specially designed for its
purpose. However an attempt has been made to unify these
independent component parts into one group having a coinmon pur-
pose. Altogether the desire of the designeer has been to get
a collection of practical buildings together upon one plct,assem-

3ble these in an orderly manner,,tie them together, and finally
to "beautify them in a simple unpretentious way.
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